Demonstrating (Hybrid) Active Logic Documents and the Ciao Prolog Playground, and an Application to Verification Tutorials
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We propose a demonstration of the Active Logic Documents (ALDs) approach and the Ciao Playground, as well as a recent extension to ALDs to facilitate the integration of other tools into the system for creating Hybrid Active Logic Documents (HALD), and a concrete application of these technologies.

Active Logic Documents (ALD) [10, 11] are web pages which incorporate embedded Prolog engines. ALD’s are generated using the LPdoc documentation generation system [7, 6], extended to be able to include embedded Ciao Playground cells in documents, so that interaction with Prolog is possible within the documents produced (Fig. 1). Documents can contain integrated environments that allow for the processing of code blocks, including compiling, parsing, and analyzing them. This facilitates the creation of web-based materials with editable and runnable educational resources such as activities, runnable examples, programming exercises, etc. With the ability to directly edit and evaluate code within the document, these interactive documents can act as oracles, providing valuable feedback and supporting self-evaluation mechanisms. In comparison with other tools [14, 2, 1], two fundamental aspects of the Active Logic Documents approach are that a) all the reactive parts run locally on the user’s web browser without any dependency on a central server or a local Prolog installation, and b) output is generated from a single, easy to use source that can be developed with any editor. We argue that the ALD approach has multiple advantages from the point of view of scalability, low maintenance cost, security, privacy, ease of packaging and distribution, etc. over other approaches. As an example [1], the ALD source and output for a simple Prolog exercise [2] is shown in Fig. 4. Active Logic Documents are used for development of materials for teaching logic programming [8], embedding runnable code and exercises in slides [3] manuals, etc., and in other projects, such as, for example, in the development of a Programming course for young children (around 10 years old) within the Year Of Prolog initiatives.

The Ciao Prolog Playground [3, 4] is a key component of our approach. In its standalone form [4], it allows editing and running code locally on the user’s web browser (See Fig. 2). To this end, the playground

1 Located for the reviewer’s reference in an appendix, due to space limitations (i.e., not part of the submission).
3 E.g., Course material in Computational Logic: https://cliplab.org/~logalg
https://ciao-lang.org/playground

![Figure 1: Generating Active Logic Documents.](image-url)
uses modern Web technology (WebAssembly and Emscripten) to run an off-the-shelf Prolog engine and top level directly in the browser, with access to browser-side local resources, including a full interface with JavaScript that enables graphical input and output, interactivity, etc. This engine is contained in CiaoWasm, a Ciao Prolog bundle that compiles a variant of the standard Ciao engine with all necessary Ciao bundles and manuals. The main advantage of this general architecture over the widely used server-based approaches such as SWISH [14, 2] or Jupyter notebooks [1], is that it is easily reproducible and significantly alleviates maintenance effort and cost, as it essentially eliminates the server-side infrastructure. Previously, compilation of Prolog to JavaScript [9] enabled the use of Prolog to develop also the client side of web applications, running fully on the browser. This functionality is also provided by, e.g., Tau Prolog [13] and the tuProlog playground [5] which are recent Prolog interpreters written in JavaScript. However, the approach of compilation to WebAssembly and Emscripten allows the immediate reuse of existing, well-developed engines (which include many non trivial optimizations and features) and tooling.

**Hybrid Active Logic Documents (HALDs).** This addition to the ALD architecture, illustrated in Fig. 3, allows for the integration into ALDs of output from other tools, that can be run either at document generation time (to produce static content) or during the user interactions with the generated documents (producing the content dynamically). The overall input is, as in Fig. 1 a set of LPdoc source files (e.g., in .md markdown format or .lpdoc documentation files) including code blocks, narrative text, etc. In the static phase, center of Fig. 3, LPdoc scans and composes all these files, processing the different elements and inserting embedded Prolog playground instances (editors, engine instances, query blocks, etc.) as necessary. In addition, in the case of a hybrid document, one or more auxiliary tool(s) are additionally run by LPdoc while generating the ADL so that selected output from such tools can be incorporated. We refer to this process of projection of tool output as filtering. There are a number of library filters available for this purpose, and this set can be extended by the user. When LPdoc finds filtering calls (again, center of Fig. 3 and see also Fig. 5), it sends requests to the corresponding tool (including code fragments, command line options, queries at its top level, etc.), and then filters the output obtained and incorporates this projected output statically into the document being produced. This is very useful for example when writing lecture notes, tutorials, manuals, etc.: when including, e.g., the results to a query or exercise, instead of pasting them in manually, these results can be generated automatically from the tool being used or documented. This ensures that the contents and format of the outputs produced by the tool are kept automatically in sync with any changes in the tool, which is a tedious and error-prone task without automation. This includes also for example obtaining from the tool the results to compare to in student exercises.

The dynamic phase (right of Fig. 3) occurs once the HTML pages produced by LPdoc are deployed, and users have loaded them into their browsers. When processing some user input in one of the interactive elements of the pages –e.g., when a student issues a solution to an exercise–, the embedded playground framework issues the intervening filtering calls dynamically. This process involves loading the program, calling the corresponding tool (via command line interface or interacting with its top level), obtaining the output from this execution, and processing it with the specified filter in order to select the relevant part before presenting it to the user. Filtering can be customized to accommodate various types of tasks, such as

---

https://pika-lab.gitlab.io/tuprolog/2p-kt-web
"fill in the blanks" style exercises or to facilitate understanding and remediation of testing and verification failures, by displaying warning or error messages. Thus, students can test their code rapidly and effectively and receive useful feedback, all within the browser. As mentioned before, the embedded Prolog is a full system with all necessary Ciao bundles, manuals, etc, so that not just filtering but also the tool called or any user applications can be loaded and called to run locally on the browser, provided they are written in Prolog, or also of course JavaScript, compiled to wasm. Alternatively, calls can also be issued to tools available at some server or installed locally. Overall, the framework greatly facilitates the whole process, saving much coding.

**An example application of HALDs.** We will also present a concrete application in the generation of hybrid, interactive, web-based documentation, tutorials, courses, etc., for a *program verification tool*, CiaoPP [5, 12]. The aim is assisting students in learning how to use an advanced verification tool like CiaoPP, as well as learning more about Prolog. The HALD approach is a great aid here for adding solutions to exercises, examples, etc. automatically, while keeping the content synchronized with the system, greatly reducing the tracking of what documentation needs to be changed when an update to the system is made. CiaoPP [5, 12] performs several program debugging, analysis, and source-to-source transformation tasks for Prolog programs, and also for other high- and low-level languages. The output produced by CiaoPP generally contains significant amounts of information, including transformations, static analysis information, results of assertion checking or testing, counterexamples, etc. These results are typically presented as a new version of the source file annotated with (additional) assertions. The full analysis results produced by CiaoPP can be quite large, and cover the whole file or program. When writing the documentation it is interesting to show only a small fraction of this information at a time: the particular part that helps to understand the topic or step being explained. The filters are used here to extract, e.g., particular properties of a concrete predicate, particular types of assertions, etc. Analysis information can easily be embedded in human-readable explanations. A set of tutorials is available at [https://ciao-lang.org/ciao/build/doc/ciaopp_tutorials.html](https://ciao-lang.org/ciao/build/doc/ciaopp_tutorials.html) and we also refer again to Fig. 5 in the appendix.

The source code of all components of our system is available at [https://github.com/ciao-lang/](https://github.com/ciao-lang/), including the build/install instructions. When the Ciao playground is installed, all the bundles and documentation will be run and hosted on your localhost server. Additional examples and instructions can be found in the Ciao playground manual [3, 4]. Although we have developed and described our work for concreteness in the context of the Ciao system, we believe the proposed mechanisms are of general applicability and readily adaptable to other systems.
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Appendix A – ALD example

Exercise: factorial using ISO-Prolog arithmetic

Consider again the factorial example, using Peano arithmetic:

```prolog
% TASK 1 - Rewrite with Peano arithmetic
% \begin{solution}
factorial(0, 1).
factorial(N, F) :-
    N > 0,
    N1 is N - 1,
    factorial(N1, F1),
    F is F1 * N.
% \end{solution}
```

Some facts to note about this version:

- It is fully reversible
- But also inefficient

We can also code it using ISO-Prolog arithmetic, i.e., `is/2`:

```prolog
% When you are done, press the triangle ("Run tests") or the arrow
% ("Load into playground").
```

Try to encode the factorial program using `is/2`:

```prolog
\begin{solution}
factorial(0, 1).
factorial(N, F) :-
    N > 0,
    N1 is N - 1,
    factorial(N1, F1),
    F is F1 * N.
\end{solution}
```

Note that wrong goal order can raise an error (e.g., moving the last call to `is/2` before the call to `factorial`).

Next: Let’s try using constraints instead!

Figure 4: The full source and LPdoc output for the Active Logic Document for a simple factorial exercise.
Appendix B – HALD example

Output (exercise.html)  

Input (exercise.md)

### Assertion Checking

In the example above, we have also added an assertion with properties that we want to prove about the execution of the program.

```prolog
:- pred app(A,B,C) : (list(A), list(B)) => var(C).
```

This assertion is stating that if the predicate is called with a A and B list, if it succeeds C will be a free variable. Of course, this assertion does not hold and we get a message saying so:

```
ERROR (ctchecks_pred_messages): (Ins 3-3) False assertion:  
  :- check success app(A,B,C)  
    : (list(A), list(B) )  
  => var(C),  
because the success field is incompatible with inferred success:  
[eternals] basic_props:list(A),basic_props:list(B),basic_props:list(C)
```

ERROR (auto_interface): Errors detected. Further preprocessing aborted.

**Exercise. What assertion would we need to add?**

The full source and LPdoc output for a Hybrid Active Logic Document containing a simple assertion checking exercise. Note the use of a filtering command in the source to call CiaoPP during the static phase and select certain outputs that are incorporated in the page (the box with the error messages). Also, an interactive exercise is embedded and filtering is used again (this time dynamically) to present a selected part of the analysis output for the program entered by the student and to compare it to the expected results.